about the centrality of such values as
welfare, autonomy and respect, and
growing recognition that they cannot
be reduced to a single value but must
be maintained in some kind of
balance.
International experience is also
relevant. Governments or Ministers
have established national bioethics
committees in Austria, Belgium,
Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, the
Netherlands, Portugal, Sweden,
Switzerland and in other countries. It
is the worst kind of national
chauvinism to dismiss overseas best
practice as inferior and irrelevant to
the British model.
Their constitutions, remits, operation
and achievements can teach us a great
deal. The Danish and German models
are widely admired, but several others
also have good features.

The Commission would have the
authority and standing of an
independent statutory body. Its
membership should encompass
relevant professional expertise, patients
and other user-group interests, as well
as major religious and ethical
groupings. Membership would reflect
the diversity of positions held within
society and appointment procedures
must be public and transparent.
Although independent, such a
committee would be responsible to
Parliament through a Minister to
whom it should deliver an annual
report, including recommendations for
policy, and additional reports could be
commissioned when required. Its
remit would be the entire range of
bioethical issues, including, but not
confined to, those concerning
reproduction.

Some have argued for a new in-house
Westminster committee.
Parliament is perfectly free, at any
time, to establish such a body and it
might well enhance the work of the
existing Select Committees. These two
ideas are not mutually exclusive;
indeed, they could complement one
another very well. Establishing a
Parliamentary Committee is not a
legislative issue; a National Bioethics
Commission is. This is an ideal
moment to implement the 2005
recommendation of the Science and
Technology Committee and to use the
Human Fertilisation and Embryology
Bill to put a Commission onto a
statutory basis. If we fail to do this, we
will have missed a great opportunity.
Professor Lord Alton of Liverpool is an
Independent Crossbench Peer.

Better Innovation – Better Business
UK Innovation in Central Europe
Alison Winzenried-Pring
Regional Manager, Europe Central, FCO Science & Innovation Network

T

welve key players from the UK
innovation scene participated
in a UK innovation mission to
Central Europe in March 2008. Led by
Nick Stuart from the Science &
Technology Unit of UK Trade and
Investment (UKTI) and Sheena Newell
of AEA Energy & Environment, the
UK delegation comprised
representatives of UK research,
finance, industry and the Knowledge
Transfer Networks.

British Embassy Science and
Innovation Network (SIN) and UKTI
teams in Prague and Warsaw. It
included UK Innovation Partnership
Conferences in both locations, plus
meetings with key innovation contacts
and site visits. The total audience
figure ran to over 150, comprising
innovation specialists, government
officials, innovative businesses,
university and innovation park
representatives.

The four-day innovation roadshow
programme was arranged by the

The roadshow’s coherent proposition
in UK innovation was based on UKTI’s

UK Innovation Map*. Better
innovation means better business: by
introducing the British innovation
environment and UK expertise to the
Czech Republic and Poland, the
roadshow aimed to strengthen UK cooperation with these two countries in
the innovation sector, thus facilitating
wealth creation collaborations between
Czech and Polish partners and key
players in the UK.
Central Europe was identified as a
region which would benefit from the
Innovation Map’s clear presentation of

*https://www.uktradeinvest.gov.uk/ukti/fileDownload/UKTIInnovationReport.pdf?cid=415913
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the UK’s complex innovation
landscape because the UK has a
particular interest in ensuring that
innovation professionals in rapidly
developing EU Member States work
closely with UK industry and
academia. With UKTI and SIN officers
co-located in Prague and Warsaw, and
SIN’s focus on regional working within
Europe, the geographical focus was
clear.
Both Poland and the Czech Republic
benefit from large chunks of EU
Structural and Cohesion Funds (SCF).
This financial provision offers them
the opportunity to use this funding to
help develop their science
infrastructure and put sustainable
policies in place to foster innovation.
Poland’s Innovative Economy
programme (OPIE) is worth €9.7bn
over the period 2007-2013, including
€8.3bn EU funding (12.3% of total
Polish SCF for the same period). The
programme comprises a range of subprogrammes designed to improve
Polish economic development by
fostering an innovation culture and
improving R&D infrastructure. The
€190m Wroclaw Research Centre (due
to be operational by 2013) is one
example of how Poland is using its
SCF funding.
A range of reforms is under way to
improve the Polish science landscape.
The National R&D Centre (NCBR), set
up in 2007, is the leading Government
funding agency for applied research.
R&D funding is becoming much more
focused on key strategic programmes
and projects, with excellence seen as a
major criterion for funding.
Similar developments are seen in the
Czech Republic where the government
is looking to give its economy more of

a focus on high added value business
and increase its R&D spending. It is
using €7.3bn of its structural funds
primarily to improve science (R&D),
competitiveness, and research
infrastructure using three specialised
operational programmes (Business and
Innovation, Education for
Competitiveness, and Science &
Research for Innovation).
A new Technology Research Council
will provide grant funding for applied
research, for which university-business
collaboration – including part funding
from business – will be required. New
legislation is in the pipeline designed
to encourage applied research and
innovation to allow universities to
commercialise successful results of its
research, patent, sell licences and start
UK INNOVATION MAP
The UK builds on a history of
innovation to deliver new products
and services. With an extensive
network of organisations focused on
innovation, the UK is a global
innovation hub that creates wealth
for the UK and its international
partners.
The Innovation Map, recently
produced by UK Trade &
Investment, identifies for the first
time the 12 key groups into which
all UK innovation organisations fall.
UKTI’s Science & Technology team
works in collaboration with those 12
key groups, helping to raise the
profile of UK Research &
Development.
The Innovation Map can be
downloaded from
https://www.uktradeinvest.gov.uk/u
kti/fileDownload/UKTIInnovationRe
port.pdf?cid=415913

spin-off companies.
This focus on revamping the Polish
and Czech R&D landscapes offer a
range of potential business
opportunities for UK organisations in
collaboration with local partners. The
UK has much to offer by way of best
practice, indeed Professor Rudolf
Hanka of the University of Cambridge
has recently become one of the
innovation advisers to the Czech
Prime Minister.
In terms of achievements, all of the
UK missioners have leads likely to
result in collaborations, possibly
contracts. The Polish and Czech
audiences, already interested in the
UK’s approach, went away with a
much better understanding and,
importantly, a desire to pursue links
with the UK. There was so much
interest in the Knowledge Transfer
Networks and the Knowledge Transfer
Partnerships that equivalent structures
may well emerge in both countries.
By working together, UKTI and FCO
SIN have delivered a strong set of
events promoting UK innovation, and
delivering on joint objectives in a way
that neither could have achieved
separately. The expertise of the SIN
officers in Prague and Warsaw and
access to their local networks were
essential to a successful outcome.
The opportunities revealed by the
innovation roadshow have created
demand for follow-up activity in the
UK later this year. And the SIN teams
in Prague and Warsaw are working on
plans to raise awareness of the
opportunities which structural funds
could offer UK businesses in
partnership with local organisations in
the Czech Republic and in Poland.

Further information: Nick Stuart, Head of Science & Technology, UKTI nick.stuart@uktradeinvest.gov.uk
Otakar Fojt, Science & Innovation Officer, British Embassy, Prague otakar.fojt@fco.gov.uk
Andrzej Wajs, Acting Science & Innovation Officer, British Embassy, Warsaw andrzej.wajs@fco.gov.uk
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